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Sample #1 
Below is a sample transcript of a possible first conversation with the Star Wars: Galactic 
Starcruiser’s logistics droid, D3-O9, using the public script as of 4/5/2022. The conversation can 
vary based on how the guest responds throughout. As one of the handful of writers for D3-O9, I 
contributed to the design of the narrative as well as directly wrote many of her dialogue lines. 
As everyone touched every part of the script during development, it is hard to attribute any one 
part to one person specifically, but I wrote earlier drafts of the below conversation and was the 
final person to modify it for all parts after the line, “Now, as for what you can do first…” 
 
I am unable to share anything regarding the software or markup language we worked in but can 
talk in general terms should you wish to learn more about the conversational design process. 
 
<D3 is on her INTERCOM> [DROID SFX: Bleedly-bleep-bloop!] 
D3-O9: (HUSHED) ...They are? Contact me if anything changes... <SHE HANGS UP, TURNS TO 
YOU> 
D3-O9: Oh! It's a new passenger... 
D3-O9: Hello and Welcome aboard! <WALKS to FRONT> 
Guest: Hello there. 
D3-O9: Is now a good time to discuss your journey? 
Guest: Yes, now is a great time. 
D3-O9: Wonderful! 
D3-O9: My name is D3-O9, the logistics droid of the Halcyon, and I'll be available to you here 
during your journey... 
D3-O9: Have you used a droid-link panel before? 
Guest: This is my first time. 
D3-O9: Oh, I love first timers! 
D3-O9: (WARM) Don't worry, it's *easy*! This is where we'll talk throughout your journey! And, 
I cannot see into your cabin as this is an audio-only link. So please speak clearly! 
D3-O9: So tell me: What brings you to our treasured ship? 
Guest: I came to see the Halcyon. 
D3-O9: (ELATED) Just for the Halcyon! I'm so pleased. 
D3-O9: What do you think about this being the anniversary of the Halcyon's maiden voyage to 
Batuu? 
Guest: I didn't realize it was the anniversary. 
D3-O9: Oh my! We traveled to Batuu on the Halcyon's maiden voyage 275 standard years 
ago! (SIGHS) It feels like only a century has passed. 
D3-O9: Now before I forget... 
D3-O9: <HOLO: A LONG CANISTER> Did you bring any dianoga eggs with you on board? 
Guest: What's a dianoga? 
D3-O9: *GASP* <HOLO: DIANOGA EYE> Oh! Dianogas are one-eyed, aquatic creatures known to 



nest in garbage mashers. (BEAT) And, occasionally, shipwide plumbing systems. <SNAPS OFF 
HOLO> 
D3-O9: (DEADPAN) Hopefully we'll locate the owner of the eggs before anyone hatches. 
<SFX: A FURIOUS *BLEEPITY BLEEP SQUAWK!!!*> [Furious bleeping] <D3 GLANCES towards her 
COM> 
D3-O9: (TOWARD COM) Yes, that is disturbing, but I'm with a passenger... 
[SFX: *bleepity bleep SQUAK SKWERP*!] 
D3-O9: (MIFFED) Panicking won't solve anything. And you watch your language! <HANGS UP, 
TURNS TO YOU> 
D3-O9: (HARRASSED SIGH / SHEEPISH) Oh dear. You don't understand binary, do you? 
Guest: Bleep bloop bop! 
D3-O9: Was that... supposed to be binary? Regardless, I suppose I should tell you the truth... 
D3-O9: (ADMISSION GRAVITAS) The Halcyon is being investigated by the First Order. My 
colleague <GESTURES TO COMM> is worried they might cause problems for us. (SOUNDS 
WORRIED) But I'm not worried. Are you? 
Guest: Yes, I'm worried. 
D3-O9: Oh. Really. Don't let it concern you. I've calculated our odds of avoiding galactic conflict 
and...(BRIGHT) well, we've definitely seen much worse! 
D3-O9: <PUNCHES UP HOLO ITINERARY> Now, in the meantime... 
D3-O9: Your first shipwide event is Muster! 
D3-O9: Did you have any questions about it? 
Guest: What's Muster? 
D3-O9: It's my favorite part of the voyage. 
D3-O9: It begins at 4 p.m. in the Atrium... 
D3-O9: Captain Keevan assembles everyone, welcomes them to the Halcyon, and then... shares 
important logistical information about our voyage! (GETTING MISTY) It's quite moving. I always 
make a point of attending because -- oh, *blast it!* 
Guest: What's wrong? 
D3-O9: The dianoga eggs! 
D3-O9: <PUNCHES UP CANISTER HOLO> I need to move them to secure containment so I'll miss 
Muster today. Will you come back and let me know what you think of it? 
Guest: Of course I will. 
D3-O9: Thank you! 
D3-O9: And whenever *I* have something to share with you, I'll activate your panel's red 
notification light so you know when to call me! How does that sound? 
Guest: Sounds like a plan. 
D3-O9: Perfect! 
D3-O9: Now, as for what you can do first... 
D3-O9: Do you know where the Bridge is? 
Guest: I might have been there, not sure. 
D3-O9: The Bridge is located on Deck 6 at the far end of the Atrium. That's where you'll attend 
your scheduled Bridge Ops Training. 
D3-O9: You might want to go visit it ahead of our official send off. The views of Chandrila are 
particularly stunning right now. 



D3-O9: So unless there's anything else, I'll let you get started exploring the ship. 
Guest: Nothing for now. 
D3-O9: Very well! 
D3-O9: Best Journey! 
 
Sample #2 
Excerpt from the dating sim I wrote, Deal to My Heart. The scene takes place right before the 
maiden voyage of a cruise ship. The main character is a dealer in the onboard casino while Theo 
is the main character’s childhood friend and a security guard on the ship. 
 
Theo: Anyway, you looking forward to tonight? Maybe we’ll meet some real superstars. 
Branch: 

a) Absolutely 
b) No way 
c) I’m scared 

a) 
MC: Yes, absolutely! I bet there will be a lot of famous actors on board. Maybe even singers! I 
just hope I don’t tense up. 
Theo: “Maybe?” [name], there is no maybe: they are totally here. I saw Britney Swords earlier 
on patrol. 
MC: Oh geez, are you serious? 
Theo: 100% serious. So make sure to be in tip-top shape tonight, okay? 
MC: It’s going to be hard to be in tip-top shape with legends like that in my vicinity! 
Theo: You’ll be fine! Just like you always were in high school. 
b) 
MC: No way. You know I’ve never been the best with crowds. 
Theo: Oh, don’t worry about it! None of the guests will think twice about you. Just be yourself. 
MC: But if I’m myself, I’ll just clam up all night! A dealer can’t clam up! 
Theo: C’mon, [name], I know you better than anyone here. Just shine like you did back in high 
school and you’ll be fine! 
c) 
MC: I mean, to be honest, I’m scared. 
MC: My boss said that the guests are going to expect a lot from us, and I know I’m going to 
mess up something. 
Theo: What! [name], being an embarrassment? No way. 
Theo: You were one of the top students at our high school, remember? There’s nothing you 
can’t do. 
Branch: 

a) You’re right 
b) I don’t know about that 

a) 
MC: You’re right, Theo. Thanks for the confidence boost. 
Theo: Anytime, [name]. You know I’ve always got your back. 
Theo: If you’re ever in trouble, just call my name and I’ll rush to your side! 



b) 
MC: I appreciate the compliment, but I don’t know about that. 
MC: Being a dealer is a lot different than being a student, you know? 
Theo: You’re overthinking it. I promise you’ll be fine.  
Theo: Besides, if anything really bad happens, I’ll be around. I’m stationed near the casino.  
Theo: If someone’s giving you a hard time, just call for me and I’ll swoop in in an instant! 
Branch: 

a) Really? 
b) That’s hilarious 

a) 
MC: Really? 
Theo: Yeah. What kind of security guard would I be if I couldn’t protect you—er, the 
passengers? 
MC: Let your guard down for a minute there, huh? 
Theo: V-Very funny! You know what I meant, [name]! 
MC: Sure, sure. 
b) 
MC: That’s hilarious.  
Theo: What? No it’s not! I’m being serious!  
MC: I know, I know. It’s cute.  
MC: Thank you for your concern, Theo. But I’m sure things will work out.  
Theo: C-Cute!? 
 
Sample #3 
Linear dialogue scene. Standalone snippet. A man convincing his dog(?) that grass isn’t a death 
sentence. 
 
Poki: Master, are you sure that the green stuff is safe? It looks kind of dangerous. 
Glen: Yes, Poki. It’s called grass. Look. 
Poki: M-Master! It’s under your feet! Does it hurt!? 
Glen: No, it’s soft. 
Poki: Soft…? How soft? 
Glen: Care to find out for yourself? 
Poki: I… I don’t know. It’s soft for master, but will it be soft for me? 
Glen: Well, I can promise that it won’t hurt you. You can go one paw at a time. 
Poki: Okay, master. Okay, I—oh! It’s soft! 
Glen: I told you, didn’t I? 
Poki: Soft! Soft! So soft! 
Glen: Whoa, pace yourself, Poki! You’ll flatten the whole yard at this rate. 
Poki: But master, it’s so soft! This is not dangerous at all! I love it! 
Glen: Ha, well, I’m glad you’re getting a kick out of it. 
Poki: Not a kick, master, a roll! I am rolling! 
Glen: Guess we still have to work on your language comprehension. 
Poki: That’s okay! So long as I can play in the grass from now on! 



Glen: Of course, Poki. And maybe tomorrow we can go learn about flowers. 
Poki: F-Flowers…? 
 


